Resource List


This guide provides resources for antiracism research, education, and activism. We have included items from the Ohio State University Libraries collection as well as resources from the campus and Central Ohio communities. It is by no means exhaustive and will continue to be updated. If you have questions or suggested additions, feel free to email the guide's creators: Hilary Bussell, Leta Hendricks, and Stephanie Porta.


This guide provides cultural, historical, and political primary and secondary resources for African and African American research.

Hendricks, Leta. 2020 "How to be an Antiracist." The Ohio State University Libraries. https://guides.osu.edu/antiracist

The Ohio State University Libraries provides access to a wide variety of resources. This page features resources that can help you explore themes in How to Be an Antiracist.


The Ohio State University Libraries provides access to a wide variety of resources. This page features resources that can help you explore themes in Just Mercy: A Story of Justice and Redemption.


The Ohio State University Libraries provides access to a wide variety of resources. This page features resources that can help you explore themes in The Souls of Black Folk.


The Ohio State University Libraries provides access to a wide variety of resources. This page features resources that can help you explore themes in White Fragility: Why It's So Hard for White People to Talk About Racism.

"Read." Office of Diversity and Inclusion, The Ohio State University. https://odi.osu.edu/read

Below you will find a collection of readings that connect to both historical and contemporary perspectives on racism. Many of these books can be accessed through The Ohio State University Libraries. In partnership with University Libraries, we've created reading guides to structure and spark conversation. These guides can be used to facilitate conversations and reading groups with friends, family members, and colleagues about race and racism.